TRANSCRIPT APPENDIX (7)
MR.
whatnot.

HAEG:

...

you

know

I

understand

the

penalties

and

What I guess what I was getting at is – um - why uh

and I you know I've been stewing about all this stuff because we
in good faith flew Tony up here, took my kids out of school, had
my - you know - my wife and I come up there get hotels all this
stuff and it really gripes me that we didn't get to pursue what
we had to pursue and is it I know you said that the only person
we could bitch to is Leaders or Leaders boss.

I mean I bit my

tongue when the judge – when we were talking – I mean I was
scared to death of course I wasn't thinking real straight but
could it – is it – it doesn't do any good to bitch to the judge
say, hey we did all this on good faith with the State and then
they just pulled the rug out from under us after we you know
essentially spent another $2000 dollars or $3000 dollars just to
have people come from Illinois and everything else and they just
roop right out from under us.

Is that the way the...

MR. COLE: They didn't - I don't understand why you say that.
We had 4 options on Monday night and we went through every one
of the options.
MR. HAEG: Well we couldn't have – we didn't have...
MR. COLE: Two of them would have allowed you to go out and
be sentenced on Tuesday.
MR. HAEG: Not with the agreement that we'd had for the last
2 weeks though.

That's what I'm saying is that agreement was...

MR. COLE: I mean if you had gotten that agreement David ok
lets assume you got it.
MR. HAEG: Yep.
MR. COLE: What makes you think that it - things would be any
better?
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MR. HAEG: Well at one point you told me that yep the judge
would probably agree to have a – a –very strong case for a very
minimal sentence and you told me straight to my face that yep
you had a very good chance at keeping your plane, and yep she
would probably look at you voluntarily giving up all your stuff,
and

yep

she

would

look

at

it

like

you

weren't

guiding

or

hunting, and yep you were out there all that and that's what I
wanted and that was taken away from me.
MR. COLE: I just did not say that.

I – I just – I never

told you that.
MR. HAEG: Well that's why you said they wanted more...
MR. COLE: Maybe you – maybe you should get a different
attorney if you think I told you that.

Because I did not – I

would not...
MR. HAEG: Well...
MR. COLE: I have always felt that you were goanna lose you
plane.

I've told you that from the very beginning.

MR. HAEG: I mean you don't remember telling me that uh – ok
let me just think and put my words very – as clear as I can say
- as I can – that this was all about the airplane and that...
MR. COLE: I said that - I remember saying that.
MR. HAEG: And that there was a very good chance I would get
to keep my...
MR. COLE: I said they must have thought there was a chance.
Cause they changed the rules.
MR. HAEG: Ok and you said that was why...
MR. COLE: I didn't have anything to do with that and I've
always thought that you were goanna lose it.
MR. HAEG: Well I – you know I agree – but like I told you as
I - you know wrote out my side of what we did and all the - what
I think are mitigating factors - nobody else may think they are
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but I was willing to go open sentencing and essentially what you
agreed is that they thought I also had a good chance getting off
with not much...
MR. COLE: Why would I have told you not to do that if I'd
thought you had a good chance?

From the very beginning when we

have sat in that room every time we have talked whether it has
been with you or with everybody else I have told you that I did
not think it was a good idea to go open sentence.
MR. HAEG: Yeah I agree – you know - that is – that's the
absolute truth and I - you said I was crazy to do anything
different.
MR. COLE: That's because you are goanna lose your license
for 5 years.
MR. HAEG: Well I was willing to take that chance.
MR. COLE: Oh – hhhh – well then you've changed full circle
from when you came in and talked to me and that is so contrary
to everything you've told me.
MR. HAEG: Didn't before we came up there didn't I say that I
would like to go open sentencing?
MR. COLE: And I told you - you should think about.
MR. HAEG: And that's when you contacted Leaders and said you
told him...
MR. COLE: You wanted to go open sentencing.
MR. HAEG: Yep and that's when everything got changed?
MR. COLE: And I – and I

- and I was shaking my head at that

time.
MR. HAEG: Well I understand...
MR.

COLE:

I

don't

believe

that

you

would

–

I

can't

rationally...
MR. HAEG: I don't care what you think...
MR. COLE: And that's why I'm telling you...
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MR. HAEG: At times it's my...
MR. COLE: ...you need to get a different attorney.
MR. HAEG: Well I'm not – I'm not blaming you for telling me
what you think.

That's what I'm paying you for.

I – you – I

think you're taking it that I'm attacking you I'm not.

I want

to somehow bring forth that in good faith I decided what I
wanted to do with my family with your advice.

Ok I take you

advice sometimes - sometimes I don't and that's – that's my
privilege...
MR. COLE: That's right.
MR. HAEG: ...that's my privilege.
MR. COLE: That's exactly right.
MR. HAEG: And in my perspective we had an agreement like for
2 weeks and I made all the arrangements to in good faith go to
McGrath.

You follow me so far?

MR. COLE: Yeah.
MR. HAEG: And after we had invested a lot of time, effort,
and money, committed to that venture to settle it because my
life is getting eaten up by worry among other things and I had
great expectations to leave McGrath either without a license for
5 years, and no airplane, and going to jail for 6 months and a
$200,000 fine or something a little less. Um – no – nothing to
do with you.

I knew the judge was the one goanna be deciding

that but all that was taken away from me at the last minute that
agreement.

Do you agree with that?

Or I mean not at the last

minute but whatever it was – well beyond when we could have
changed anything and saved all the money in hotel and airfares
and etc., etc., etc.
MR. COLE: The thing that was taken away was the option to go
open

sentencing
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available that would've allow us to go out to McGrath.
go totally open sentencing

But to

...

MR. HAEG: Well to me they weren't viable options.
MR. COLE: The only thing that was different was the loss of
the plane.
MR. HAEG: Yep and – and is that – is that ethical for them
to do say, 'yep you give us the plane and you can – you can have
your day in front of the judge'.

Is that how the game is played

all the time?
MR. COLE: Yep.
MR. HAEG: Um legal way to do it?
MR. COLE: They have discretion, yep.
MR. HAEG: Ok um let me just go through my little deals here.
Um - like I said when Magistrate Murphy was on the phone would
it have been appropriate or could I have – could I have said,
'hey judge before you leave could I put in my 2 cents worth that
I came with the understanding this was the deal and then they
pulled that rug out from underneath my feet'.

Could I have done

that at that time?
MR. COLE: Um - she would have – if it would be – she would
have cautioned you and told you before you say anything you're
represented by an attorney anything you say can, will be used
against you, you should speak with your attorneys advice.

If

you continued to insist she probably would have listened and
that would have been the end of it.
MR. HAEG: Ok is that something that you feel you should do –
or we should do – and you should - I mean I just...
MR. COLE: I fully intend to bring it up, at your sentencing.
Let you talk about it all you want at your sentencing.
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MR. HAEG: Ok and if and when we go to sentencing and anymore
I don't know.

I guess it's still up in the air. We still plead

not guilty we could still go to jury trial.1
MR. HAEG: Well they – they're just forcing us down a trail
and not you know not allowing us any leeway to have someone like
a judge that is suppose to decide the punishment to do so and
that – that gripes me.

I don't know if it gripes you...

MR. COLE: Like I told you – you've told me that - now this
is the 3rd time we've talked about this and that's fine...
MR. HAEG: Yeah well I pay you...
MR.

COLE:

But

the

idea

is

that

most

of

the

time

and

particularly in this case but most of the time – 98% of the time
it's to the defendants benefit to know exactly the sentence they
are goanna get.
MR. HAEG: Yep – yep I - you've done a good job explaining
that to me and I also agree – um - you know that probably is you
know in most the time and probably in my case too but I – that
happens to be a point that I beg to differ.
MR. COLE: Ok.
MR. HAEG: Um – if – if I wanted to – uh – to complain – or
you complain I mean - did you ever contact Leaders boss or ever
get in touch with her?
MR. COLE: I left a message.

I haven't been in touch.

MR. HAEG: And...?
MR. COLE: I mean how much – how much do you want me to push
it?

Is that what you want?

Is that really what you want me to

do David?
MR. HAEG: Well.
MR. COLE: I mean I – you know I've got to deal with these
people but if you tell me, that's the deal I want and I'm not
1
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stopping until I get it, I'm goanna send you a letter saying
this is absolutely in my mind crazy but I will do it if you tell
me.
MR.

HAEG:

Well

I'm

not

happy

that

they

took

away

my

opportunity that I thought we had set away from me.
MR. COLE: Ok tell me right now is that what you want me to
do?

Do you want to go back and take the risk when now you've

got things in place?
MR. HAEG: You mean go back to the original agreement where
it's one year...
MR. COLE: Yes – a minimum 1 year.
MR. HAEG: Minimum 1 year – the plane is up for...
MR. COLE: yes.
MR. HAEG: ... the judge to decide.

That is what I wanted at

the time and that is still what I want.

Because I feel that

they mal...
MR. COLE: Ok.
MR. HAEG: I personally feel that they maliciously took that
away from me.
MR. COLE: Ok.

2

...

MR. HAEG: And so um – uh – you know and – you know I
understand you need to have a relationship with the - with these
people

but

interest.

I

also

know

that

I'm

paying

you

to

protect

my

I know you have a – a – you know – it kind of goes

both ways but I guess you know I feel you should be in my corner
all the way.
MR. COLE: I am in your corner all the way.
MR. HAEG: You know so – –uhMR. COLE: That's why I keep trying to push you to see these
things.
2
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MR. HAEG: Ok uh ...
MR. COLE: I know what you are goanna be like if you lose you
guide license for 5 years.
MR. HAEG: Yeah – I – and I would- I would probably wash up
and dry away.

But I – I don't know – I guess I have too much
...

faith in the criminal justice system.

MR. HAEG: I understand I guess what I was looking at is if I
was the judge I would go ok I could slap him with $2500 fine but
then again I might have just got done reading that this guy and
his wife just gave up almost a whole years income, voluntarily,
and I would go well maybe they paid something already.
MR. COLE: Yep.

That's right.

MR. HAEG: That's – that's I guess that's my response to
that.

Um – –uh-

MR. COLE: David if you at all question that I am doing
things

to

rub

shoulders

–

or

to

you

know

-

relationship with Mr. Leaders and the Troopers.

because

of

my

You know what

I...
MR. HAEG: You know I understand that...
MR. COLE: I will tell you that I litigate against these guys
on every front.

And um – if you don't have confidence that I'm

looking out for your best interest that I'm looking out for my
own interest that's not a good deal.

That's not what lawyers

are supposed to do.
MR. HAEG: Well I agree.
MR. COLE: I will be the first to tell you that.
MR. HAEG: Yep.
MR. COLE: And if you lose confidence in me in that respect
you do need to get another attorney.
MR. HAEG: Well – um – alls it was is you had said once to me
that hey we can't totally go bonkers because I have to live with
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these guys you know after you're gone and blown away, and out
guiding again hopefully, or retired in Mexico I'm still here
dealing with these guys on a daily basis and...
MR. COLE: Well I deal on my word – you're right.
MR. HAEG: And you know and I appreciate that – because if
you have a good relationship with them you can get probably more
stuff done than if you don't have a good relationship but what I
feel when they pulled the rug out from under us when we all
showed up in your office and you said, uh Dave I got something
to tell you I feel they poked you in the eye.
MR. COLE: They did and I'm still burning about it.
MR. HAEG: And I'm the kind of person I think I told you this
if somebody pokes me in the eye they'd better – they'd better
put something in front of their eyes because I'm goanna try
poking them in the eye.

That's just me.

But so and I think

you've done a good job – you know – I just think that this case
to take it as the Troopers said – Gibbens said for what it is –
a wolf issue in a world of wolves are holier than the grail any
attorney would be probably – or anybody would be hesitant to
just throw open the gates and just let the fur fly.

You know I

understand that – you know - but it's me...
MR. COLE: But I have no problem doing that.

I do it all the

time but I'm sitting here looking at a man who has worked for 15
years – and I've represented guides that have lost their license
for 5 years that are a hell of a lot mentally stabiler than you.
And I know what it put them through and I know what it would put
you through.
MR. HAEG: Yep.
MR. COLE: And you came to me and said I want to be able to
guide.
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MR. HAEG: I know and I am – you have to kind of understand
me to – when I first came to you I was scared out of my mind ok
and then as the – as time goes on and I do my research ...
MR. COLE: You should still be scared.
MR. HAEG: Ok well I'm a whole lot less scared than I was.
MR. COLE: That you won't – that you'll lose your license –
that you won't lose your license for 5 years?
MR. HAEG: Yep.

Um maybe that's – maybe that's whatever but

anyway I'm almost done with what I wanted to run by you.

3

MR. COLE: Where is that going to get us though?
MR. HAEG: Well that gets us back to I guess where we were in
the beginning when we were goanna fly out to McGrath and plead
guilty to exactly what we're trying to get to here same day
airborne fur bearer.

Which is a violation of a game statute but

not a violation of same day airborne big game.

Essentially

we're...
MR. COLE: Ok.

Where does that get us?

MR. HAEG: It would get us back to...
MR. COLE: You goanna get your plane back?
MR. HAEG: The opportunity for someone to hear my side and
decide whether I need to lose the plane or not lose the plane.
I just – it sticks in my craw that Leaders will not let a judge
decide the whole sentence.

That does stick in my craw – yes it

does.
MR. COLE: Ok.

I mean that's because as I've explained be

for 99 times out of a 100 defendants don't want a judge to make
a decision.

I – quite frankly as I have said before why you

would want that I don't know.4 ...
MR. COLE: And you are ruminating over this where as we have
pretty
3
4

much

eliminated

this

moose

case,

we've

pretty

much
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eliminated the wolf case (we've got it down to 5 counts), we've
pretty much eliminated you losing your guide license for more
than a year and on principal you want to go back and open this
whole thing up and run the risk that you may get your plane –
I'll bet I can give you 15 attorneys in town to go - call
defense attorneys that do Fish and Game stuff around the State
you explain to them what you did with the plane and see how many
say you're goanna get that plane back from any judge.

Ask them

and see what the say.
MR. HAEG: Yep but you know it I also remember why didn't –
why didn't Leaders let us go out to McGrath when it was eleven
counts and let the judge decide that?
MR. COLE: I don't know why he didn't do that.
me off.

That pisses

He just –he has caused me to have to sit here and

explain this to you 25 times he did it because he wanted to be a
dick and it pisses me off.

It caused me so much problems in my

dealing with you and I as much told him.
MR. HAEG: Yep.
MR. COLE: It pisses me off.

He had no concept of what it

has done to your and my relationship.

5

5
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